Arterial blood pressure estimation using ultrasound: Clinical results on healthy volunteers and a medicated hypertensive volunteer.
This study presents a non-occlusive and non-invasive ultrasound-based technique to measure blood pressure. Most popular clinically-used arterial blood pressure measurement techniques suffer from important weaknesses including being inaccurate, invasive, or occlusive. In the proposed technique, an ultrasound probe is placed on the patient's carotid artery and the contact force between the probe and the tissue is slowly increased while ultrasound images and contact force data are recorded. From this data, the artery is segmented and the segmentation data is sent into an optimization procedure; after post-processing, blood pressure is displayed to the user. This technique was applied to 24 healthy single-visit volunteers, one multi-visit healthy volunteer, and one multi-visit medicated hypertensive volunteer. Compared to the oscillometric cuff, the accuracy and precision of the algorithm-reported systolic pressure is -2.4 ± 10.2 mmHg, and for diastolic pressure is -0.3 ± 8.2 mmHg. This method has the potential to occupy a clinical middle-ground between the arterial catheter and the oscillometric cuff.